
1. abundance a great amount

2. adapt to adjust or change to suit conditions

3. affordable inexpensive, reasonably priced

4. approach a way of considering or doing something

5. burden something difficult or unpleasant that you

have to deal with or worry about

6. co-existence Living or working together at the same time

in the same place

7. conceptual relating to or based on mental concepts

8. conservation protecting and preserving natural resources

and the environment

9. consumption spending by households on goods and

services

10. contribute to be one of the reasons why something

happens

11. conventional in line with accepted ideas or standards

12. decrease to become or make less

13. degradation a decline to a lower condition, quality, or

level

14. depletion reduction in the number or quantity of

something

15. distortion a change to the intended or true meaning of

something

16. diversity difference, variety; a condition of having

many different types of forms

17. ensure to guarantee

18. exquisite of special beauty or charm

19. factor something that contributes to a result

20. impact an effect or result

21. in

accordance

with

in agreement with a rule or request

22. inbound travelling towards a particular point

23. incentive something that encourages a person to do

something

24. income money received

25. increase to go up

26. infrastructure fundamental facilities and systems serving a

country, city, or area, as transportation and

communication systems, power plants, and

schools

27. lack (v) to be without

28. landscape a large area with a particular kind of scenery,

such as a desert landscape

29. non-

renewable

resources

resources that cannot be replaced

30. outbound travelling away from a particular point

31. personnel staff, employees, work force

32. policy a set of ideas or a plan of what to do in

particular situations that has been agreed to

officially by a group of people, a business

organization, a government, or a political

party

33. prerequisite something required beforehand

34. primary

sector

the part of the economy that draws raw

materials from the natural environment

35. qualified having the standard of skill, knowledge, or

ability that is necessary for doing or being

something

36. recognition agreement that something is true

37. reduction the process of making something less in price,

size, amount, etc.

38. rejuvenation the act of making new, youthful, or energetic

again

39. residence a place where a person lives

40. seasonality the fact that something changes according to

the seasons

41. secondary

sector

the part of the economy that transforms raw

materials into manufactured goods

42. shortage a situation in which a good or service is

unavailable

43. sustainability the quality of causing little or no damage to

the environment and therefore able to

continue for a long time

44. tolerant to keep going despite difficulties

45. traffic

congestion

heavy traffic making it difficult to move

around a town or city

46. urbanization the growth of cities

47. utilization the act of using something in an effective way

48. venue the place where a public event or meeting

happens

49. vicinity the area near or surrounding a particular

place

50. vulnerable open to attack; capable of being wounded or

damaged; unprotected
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